We propose a new experiment for decay pion spectroscopy of light hypernuclei at electronand proton-beam facilities, using the recoil distance technique for separation of produced hypernuclei and a magnetic spectrometer for precise measurement of the decay pion momentum.
where core M is the mass of the nucleus that is left in the ground state after the Λ particle is In 2007 the use of magnetic spectrometers to measure precisely the momenta of pions from weak, two-body decays of electroproduced hyperfragments was proposed for Jefferson Lab [7, 8] . A similar experimental program was started at MAMI in Mainz [9] , where the first high resolution spectroscopy of pions from decays of strange systems was performed after electrodisintegration of a target was tilted by 54° with respect to the beam direction to minimize the energy straggling of negative pions leaving the target in the direction of the spectrometers. A significantly thicker target with the same arrangement would have caused too large a spread of the pion momentum. Also, an increase of the luminosity could not be achieved by an increase of the beam current, due to high counting rates in the forward angle kaon spectrometer. Even a factor of two increase of the beam intensity would have raised the count rate caused by background coincidences beyond an acceptable level.
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Recently a new experiment was proposed at MAMI for the study of the binding energy of the Λ in the lightest hypernucleus: the hypertriton, which can reveal important details of the strong nucleon-hyperon interaction. In this experiment a new design of lithium target was considered to increase the rate of the detected hypernuclei by about an order of magnitude [13] .
We propose a new experiment to perform decay pion spectroscopy of light hypernuclei , using the recoil distance technique for separation of produced hypernuclei and a magnetic spectrometer for precise measurement of the decay pion momentum. Low-pressure MWPCs are proposed for low-energy recoil detection since they provide precise position and time information, and are highly insensitive to electrons and gamma rays. Possible experimental studies at the MAMI electron-scattering facility and the JPARC proton beam facility are discussed.
The decay pion experiments at MAMI are described in Sec. 2. The proposed new experiment at MAMI is presented in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 the recoil detector is described and measurements of the detector's response to ~5 MeV α-particles are presented. Sec. 5 is devoted to the MC simulations. In Sec. 6 possible background sources are discussed. The expected yields at electron and proton beam facilities are considered in Sec.7. Practical issues and future possibilities are discussed in Sec. 8.
THE HYPERFRAGMENT ELECTROPRODUCTION EXPERIMENT AT MAMI-C
This experiment was carried out by the A1 Collaboration at the spectrometer facility at the Mainz Microtron MAMI [14] . A 1.508 GeV electron beam with a current of 20 µA was incident on a 125 µm thick 9 target foil angled at 54 degrees with respect to the beam direction. Pions were detected by two high-resolution spectrometers (SpekA and SpekC), each having a quadrupole-sextupole-dipole-dipole(QSDD) configuration (FIG. 1, left) . Table 2 (for details see [13] ). 
DECAY PION SPECTROSCOPY OF THE Λ-HYPERNUCLEI: A NEW APPROACH
In the experiments described above ( Fig.1) , the produced kaons and decay pions were detected simultaneously by magnetic spectrometers Kaos for kaons ( ) and SpekA, SpekC for pions ( ).
The detection probability + ( ) of produced + in the momentum acceptance of is: , were msr is the acceptance of , is the survival probability of the + , is the detection efficiency of the detector package, and the accepted momentum bite MeV/c. A similar figure is obtained for the detection probability of decayed pions: . The two events are correlated in time, and their simultaneous detection probability is
is the probability of decay pion formation for each produced + [8] . Therefore, for this type of experiment the useful event probability for each produced + is .
The useful event rate can be increased by several orders of magnitude by using the concept of "delayed-− " spectroscopy [14] . positive tag of strangeness production. Indeed, the probability to find promptly produced (nondecay) pions at times larger than 100 ps is less than 10 −5 , while ~70% of decay pions from Λ or hyperfragments (lifetime 260 ps) are delayed more than 100 ps. Therefore, the equipped with RF PMT based Cherenkov detectors will make "delayed − spectroscopy", similar to "delayed γ-ray spectroscopy", a feasible technique. The useful, decay pion event probability in a "delayed − spectroscopy" experiment is:
were is the probability of strangeness production. In this case, all two body reactions, were the virtual photon produces strangeness, contribute. These reactions are: 1:
5:
In addition the entire useful virtual photon spectrum participates, unlike previous experiments where only virtual photons producing + with momentum inside the acceptance contributed. Due to this, the expected rate of useful events for "delayed − spectroscopy", would be 10 3 times higher than the rate expected in previous experiments.
The RF PMT-Cherenkov detector will also provide an absolute momentum calibration of the by measuring the time-of-flight (TOF) differences of pairs of particles with different masses
8 &π [15] . Monte Carlo simulations demonstrated that the magnetic spectrometers at the MAMI electron-scattering facility can be calibrated absolutely with an accuracy δp/ p ≤ 10 −4 , which will be crucial for high precision determination of hypernuclear masses [15] . In addition by measuring lifetimes of the low lying hypernuclear states and by applying the "tagged-weak − method" [16] , the electromagnetic excitation rates of such states with lifetimes down to ≅ 10 −11 s could be investigated, which is another avenue for hypernuclear studies. The experimental information on these characteristics of the ΛN interaction is essential to test and improve baryon-baryon interaction models, which are needed for a comprehensive understanding of the strong interaction between hyperons and high density nuclear matter [14] .
Here, we propose a new experiment for decay pion spectroscopy of light hypernuclei, which would be suitable both for electron-and proton-beam facilities. Identification of produced hypernuclei is realized by detecting the low-energy recoils and using the recoil distance The flight distance from the primary interaction point is estimated to be ~ 1 mm. Decay pions are detected in the high-resolution magnetic spectrometerlocated at ~90 degrees. In this case, the hyperfragment decays outside of the target, and as a result the monochromatic spectrum of produced pions is broadened by kinematics. The recoil nucleus is detected by means of the recoil detector, which is located at the opposite side of the beam to the . This is a low-pressure (LP) MWPC, which is very insensitive to gamma rays and minimum ionising particles and has good position resolution for the low energy recoiling particles. In this case the decay pion event probability is:
where ( ) is the detection efficiency for the recoiling particle after a recoil distance analysis has been performed. It is expected that ( ) ≥ 0.1, so that the useful, decay pion event probability is: − ( ) ≥ 0.1 × − , which increases event rate by about two orders of magnitude, compared to previous experiments. In addition this technique can also be applied to proton induced experiments. ) and the low-energy recoil detector for detection of the recoiling nuclei in coincidence with the decayed pions. The architecture of the MWPCs and tests of a prototype detector using methylal
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, at a pressure of a few Torr are presented in [17] . The test (FIG. 4) Since the RD will be located near to the incident beam to maximize the geometrical acceptance it is expected that many background particles, e.g. due to electromagnetic processes, will be produced. Even though the sensitivity to electrons and photons is very low, the rate Given that huge numbers of electron-positron pairs will be produced by beam interactions, the sensitivity of the low-pressure MWPC to minimum ionizing particles was measured by replacing the Pu-239 α -particle source with a -particle source (Sr-90). The rejection factor for a single MWPC unit, i.e., the ratio of -particle to α-particle detection efficiencies is about 10 -4 for the 30 mV thresholds used typically in the electronics. Since the recoil nuclei will be detected in two MWPC units, the overall -particle/α-particle detection efficiency will reduce to ~10 -8 . A more quantitative value for this rejection factor and other characteristics of the RD will be obtained under realistic experimental conditions in future test experiments. 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION STUDIES
The Monte Carlo simulation consists of a hypernuclear event generator which feeds particles into a model of the detection apparatus. Using the simulated response (energy, time, position etc.) of the detectors, the effective masses and binding energies have been reconstructed in a manner analogous to a real experiment. The hypernuclear mass ( HY ) was calculated using the kinematic relation:
Where and , and are the masses and momenta of the recoil nucleus and decay pion, respectively and is the angle between recoil nucleus and pion (the so called folding angle). Thus there are three kinematic variables to be measured: , and . In the Monte
Carlo simulations we assumed the following:
1. The momentum distribution of the produced hypernuclei is assumed to be isotropic in angle with uniformly distributed magnitude in the range 0-100 MeV/c. Hypernuclei are assumed to be produced outside of the target.
2. The relative momentum resolution (∆ / ) of the pion spectrometer ( ) is described by a Gaussian of width = 10 −3 .
3. The energy resolution of the RD is described by a Gaussian of width = 50 keV. 4 . The folding angle precision is described by a Gaussian of width = 2 degree.
A simulated distribution of the folding angle between He 
BACKGROUND
In real experimental conditions the monochromatic pion spectra will be masked by a huge amount of background originating from three sources: a) Promptly produced pions; b) Decay pions from particles produced by "quasi-free" processes; c) Accidentals.
The promptly produced pions will be excluded by detection of the recoil nuclei, using a "vertex cut" which requires the reaction point (in the target) and the decay point (outside of the target) to be separated. The RD, which will be screened from direct view of the target, will provide precise determination of the trajectories of recoiling nuclei.
The "quasi-free" background will be suppressed by identification of the heavy recoiling particle species by the RD.
After screening from the target, the RD rate will be much lower than that of the HKS (Sec. 2) which was used in previous Mainz experiments to identify hypernuclear events. As a result the level of accidentals between the RD and HπS will be much lower than was observed previously between the HKS and HπS.
Detailed MC studies of background processes, which include realistic models of experimental geometry and the RD response, are in progress.
YIELD ESTIMATION

Yield estimate for experimental studies at MAMI
In the first experiment at MAMI, a 1.508 GeV, 20 µA electron beam was directed at a 125 µm thick Be were observed in a period of ~150 h. On this basis we estimate the rates for the proposed new experiment. The target in a new experiment must be about 10 times thinner to allow hyperfragments to exit and decay outside of the target. However the decay pion detection probability in similar experimental conditions (Sec. 2) is more than two orders of magnitude higher than previous experiments.
Therefore the event rate will be increased more than order of magnitude. In addition the quasifree background will be eliminated, since recoil detection excludes weak decay pions from quasifree produced Λ-particles.
Yield estimate for internal target experiments
Electron-beam experiments would also be possible at an internal-target facility on a storedbeam accelerator, such as the Yerevan electron synchrotron. Some characteristics of the Yerevan electron synchrotron are listed in Table 3 and are used to estimate potential hyperfragment yields at this facility. Circulating current (mA) 22
Intensity (electron/cycle)
Intensity (electron/second)
× 10 12
Number of accelerated cycles Injection frequency? 50
Revolution period (μs) 0.723
Electron bunch length (ns) 0.7
Number of bunches 96
Electron internal target interaction time (ms) 2
Duty factor (%) 10
We will consider a 1.5 GeV electron beam and a 9 target with thickness of 2.8 mg/cm 2 .
For stored-beam electron accelerators, the effective target length is equal to about 0.1 radiation length (r. l.) of the employed target material, due to the multiple passing of electrons through the target. This means that the effective length of the thin 9 target becomes ~ 6.5 g/cm 2 equivalent to around 2300 beam passes through the target. For a modest 3 mA stored electron beam a 2.8 mg/cm 2 thick target (which is equivalent to 7 × 10 11 electron/second and 6.5 g/cm 2 target thickness) and with a similar experimental setup to that described in Sec.3 for the extracted beam situation, we estimate 500(events)×6.5(g/cm 2 )×0.11(µA)/20(µA)/.0028(g/cm 2 ) ≈ 6000 events in a period of 150 hr, i.e. more than an order of magnitude increase in event rate compared to an extracted-beam experiment. This kind of experiment could also be realized at the stretcherbooster ring of Tohoku University [20] .
It is also worth mentioning that the first experiments performed at the Yerevan electron synchrotron were small-angle elastic electron scattering from the proton and deuteron, where the recoiling proton or deuteron was detected using solid state detectors [21] .
Yield estimation for experimental studies at proton beams
The proposed experiment can also be realized with proton beams. In this case the expected hyperfragment production rates can be estimated from old emulsion data [22] or from recent theoretical predictions [23] . In Ref. [23] Recently Λ 2 and Λ 3 exotic hypernuclei were extensively discussed and looked for in relativistic ion experiments and also in an electron scattering experiment [24, 25, 26] . If such bound systems exist in nature they could be observed after a proton-carbon interaction by the mesonic decay processes Λ 2 → + − and Λ 3 → + − .
DISCUSSION
A new experiment for two-body − decay spectroscopy of light hypernuclei is proposed. It For experiments with electron beams a simple analysis estimates that the expected yields of detected hyperfragments will be one-to-two orders of magnitude higher than was observed in previous experiments carried out at MAMI. Two-body π -decay spectroscopy of hyperfragments. These can be used to check theoretical predictions and as a reference for other hyperfragments.
Experiments with proton beams will have a very high yield compared to electron experiments. They can be used to extend the study of light hypernuclei to the exotic Λ 2 and Λ 3 hypernuclei and to the heavy hyperhydrogens Λ 6 and Λ 8 .
In all cases, for realistic estimation of expected hyperfragment yields, test studies are needed to determine the maximum intensities of the incident electron/photon or proton beams at which the recoil detector will operate smoothly.
The described detector system may also be useful to study exclusive breakup reactions in low energy electron scattering experiments (e.g. 3He(e,e'd)p or 7Li(e,e'd)5He) where a low momentum recoil nucleus needs to be detected (see e.g.
[27]).
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